The Family Signé has been producing fine wine in the Deux Mers's area of Bordeaux since 1713; the family has been the owner of two Châteaux set amidst 70 hectares of beautiful and precious vines!

On July 21st, 1713 Jean Fradin (miller) bought the water mill PETIT MOULIN. He stopped his activity of miller to become the wine grower of CHÂTEAU PETIT MOULIN. In 1969, Alain Signé the 16th generation family member began to develop the family winery. His children joined the company in 1998, Valérie sells wines and Frédéric manages the production and together they bought Château de Los.

The Château Petit Moulin vineyard is located in the heart of the Entre Deux Mers, and is divided into 5 areas over 30km, giving a wide variety of soils (gravels, clays and limestones); Château Petit Moulin produces quality Bordeaux wines and all Vignobles Signé wines are Premier Cru!
Château Petit Moulin Bordeaux Rouge

Château Petit Moulin Rouge has an attractive bright robe with ruby glints; it has elegance on the nose with hints ripe merlot fruit. Good complexity on the palate with red berry flavours, well structured without being aggressive!

Château Petit Moulin Bordeaux Blanc

Château Petit Moulin Blanc has a lovely pale yellow color, a rich bouquet with ripe Sauvignon Blanc aromas (broom and acacia flowers). It's well-balanced on the palate, with an initial impression of lively freshness. The bouquet of aromas follow through with a nice, long aftertaste!

Château Petit Moulin Rosé

Château Petit Moulin Rosé is a pretty, brilliant pink color with raspberry tints. A clean fresh nose marked with aromas of red fruit; the attack is supple leading to a fresh, acidulous impression with notes of redcurrant and grenadine!
Château Petit Moulin Cuvée 300 ANS

The Châteaux: The family Signé has been the owner and wine producer of 2 Châteaux on 70 hectares of vines on this land since 1713 in Bordeaux (Entre Deux Mers's area).

Grapes: 70% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon

Terroir: Gravel

Vinification: Harvest by machine. Thermo-vinification technology on one part of the production, de-stemming, alcoholic fermentation for 2-3 weeks with pumping over. Aging with french staves.

Tasting Notes: Our vines have been growing for 300 years on this terroir, and we selected out best vines to create the 300 ANS' wine! Rich distinguished wines with an harmonious marriage of black berry fruit and tannin accompanied by an elegant oak!
Vignobles Signé - Château Petit Moulin

Wine Enthusiast
89 POINTS
Best Buy
Château Petit Moulin 2016 Bordeaux Blanc
Tight and crisp with a hint of fruitiness, this wine comes from a property in the Vignobles Signé family since 1649. It is refreshing and already delicious, bright and lively. Plenty of acidity keeps this wine packed with forward fruit. Drink now.
— R.V. Published 8/1/2017

Wine Spectator
86 POINTS
Best Value
Tangy, with lemon peel and pith notes streaking through, flecked with thyme and chalk hints. Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon. Drink now. 10,000 cases made.
— JM